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The Music of Erich Zann is a strange and haunting film about the blurring line 
between sanity and insanity, exemplified by the contrasting lives of two very different 
yet inherently connected people. 
 
For my final project at Fairfield University, I wanted to try and attempt a story by H.P. 
Lovecraft, a brilliant writer whose works have not been translated extensively into 
film. Being a fan of The Music of Erich Zann since well before high school, I knew I 
had found my match. Lovecraft’s elaborate yet vague descriptions and haunting 
language exhilarate and inflame the imagination, practically daring the filmmaker to 
attempt to translate it into another medium. It was a daunting challenge, but a fun one 
as well. 
 
Zann has allowed me to experiment with nonverbal storytelling and expressionistic 
cinematography in the style of the classic horror films of the silent era such as 
Nosferatu and The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. The palpable atmosphere of dread and 
decay are prevalent throughout the film, giving it an otherworldly yet familiar feel.  
 
Directing The Music of Erich Zann has been a profound and enlightening experience, 
and I could not have accomplished anything without the help of the dedicated cast and 
crew who gave more to the project than I could have possibly hoped for. Greatest of 
thanks, 
 
  

D I r e c t o r’ s    S t a t e m e n t 

J a r e d    S k o l n I c k 
D I r e c t o r / W r I t e r 
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A student becomes fascinated by the strange music of the violinist who lives 
above him. 

 
L o n g    s y n o p s I s 
 
 A young student of metaphysics is forced to take the only lodging he can 
 afford, a crumbling and decrepit building in a strange part of the city. Every 
 night, he hears strange and unusual music coming from the room above him, 
 music he cannot describe and cannot ignore. 
 He finds that the music above is being played by Erich Zann; a mute and 
 eccentric German man who plays at night in a local orchestra. Fascinated by the 
 man’s genius, the student tries to befriend Zann and understand why such a 
 great talent chooses to live in such squalor. Eventually, Howard learns of the 
 secret behind Zann’s music, one too terrifying to imagine. 
 
 Based upon the short story by legendary author H.P. Lovecraft, The Music of 
 Erich Zann is a horror film of haunting beauty and terrifying poetry, filmed in 
 the style of the German Expressionist films of the 1920’s. 

 

S H O R T   S Y N O P S I S 
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Ronald E. giles (The Landlord) 
Ronald was born in Hackensack, New Jersey on November 13th, 1947. Raised in 
neighboring Lodi NJ, Ronnie studied Acting at the Herbert Berghoff Studio in 
New York City DURING 1968-69. He has played leading and supporting roles in 
over thirty Feature, Independent and Student Films and as many Stage 
productions,  
 
He was a career Army Sergeant, and retired in 2007 as a Sergeant First Class. He 
served as a "Tunnel Rat" in Vietnam (1966-67), and as an Intelligence Sergeant in 
the Middle East (2003). Ronnie is a life-member of the 3/4 Cavalry Association, 
VFW, Disabled American Veterans, the Vietnam Veterans of America (Little 
Ferry, NJ Chapter 800), The Moose (Lodi, NJ Lodge 1971), Episcopal Actors 
Guild, SAG, AFTRA AND EQUITY. 
  

Bob Diamond (Erich Zann) 
Bob was born in Montana and spent most of his young childhood there except for a 
brief time in Florida when his dad was stationed there during WWII. After the war 
the family moved to a suburb of Seattle.  
It was there at the Bellevue Playbarn at the age of 15 that Bob discovered his love of 
acting. Each summer until college at the University of Washington, Bob performed, 
did tech, and took tickets for the Playbarn. 
Bob was drafted into the Army in 1960 and spent most of his Army career at Fort 
Bragg, NC teaching psychological Warfare to enlisted men on Smoke Bomb Hill. 
The rest of his time was spent acting and/or directing plays for the post theater and 
directing the 3rd Army show for the All Army contest in Washington DC. 
After being discharged Bob moved to New York City and started working as a TV 
stage manager, associate director and then director. For over 30 years he directed 
THE JOE FRANKLIN SHOW.  He also directed commercials, a travel show and 
was the original director for the PBS series IN THE LIFE. 
In 1989 Bob started working for THE METROPOLITAN OPEA and become their 
Director of Supernumeraries and Children until he resigned in 2006.  
Bob is a member of Actors Equity, Screen Actors Guild, AFTRA and Directors 
Guild of America. 
Bob has a son who is an actor and a beautiful 7-month-old granddaughter. 

Christopher Shelton (Howard Phillips) 
Christopher is a New York actor who has studied acting at the American 
Musical Dramatic Academy of New York, under the tutelage of Dan Daily, 
Roxanna Stuary, Michael Perilstein and Angela Eckhart. In recent years he has 
appeared in New York productions of Children of a Lesser God and A Day in 
the Life of Joe Egg.  
 
A practicing magician as well as an actor, Christopher has starred in his own 
one-man show, Slightly Subliminal, at the Actor’s Theatre in Santa Cruz. 
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Filmmakers’ Biographies 
 
Jared Skolnick (Director, Writer, EDitor)  
 Jared Skolnick was born in Feeding Hills, Massachusetts, where he developed a love of film and 
 filmmaking from early childhood, poring over books on famous directors while the other kids were 
 playing  soccer. He attended the Williston Northampton High School from 2001 to 2005, and his 
 efforts as a senior created a film program in the curriculum that is growing to this day. He has recently 
 graduated from Fairfield University, and wishes to have others feel the joy and love that he has for the 
 movies. 
 
Chris Spaide (producer)  
 Chris was born in Trenton, New Jersey but has  lived in New Canaan, Connecticut for all of his life. 
 Living with his mother, father, and four older sisters, he first started making movies during his 
 freshman year at New Canaan High school in a film class. For all four years of high school he 
 continued taking film classes and making short films. When it came time  for college he thought about 
 being a marketing major, which brought him to Saint Joseph’s University in Philadelphia. After 
 realizing that marketing wasn’t right, he tried different majors, such as philosophy, but eventually 
 decided to transfer to Fairfield University after hearing about their new media department.  Now he is a 
 film and television double major in the Fairfield new media program, going into his senior year, very 
 happy to be making movies again. 
  
Phillip Carroll (Cinematographer)  
 A 21-year philosopher poet fed up with a  decaying Hollywood, he hopes to revitalize the atrophying 
 industry with the kind of magic  that he first encountered in the  dark of the theater as a young boy. 
 His life goal is to make at least one great film he isn’t disgusted with after finishing, one that inspires 
 at least one person to start their own love affair with film.  
 
Derek Curley (Sound Design, score) 
 Derek is a recent graduate from Fairfield University where he majored in English and 
 minored in philosophy and music.  He has worked as a PA on several other FU student 
 productions and played bass in the FU Jazz Ensemble. He lives in Winthrop, Ma. 
 
Maria Vlahos (assistant Producer) 
 A New Jersey native who attends Fairfield University, Maria is a double major in Film and 
 Business Management. She enjoys playing sports, writing, reading, watching movies and 
 making movies. After college she hopes to find a job in the Film or Television realm, but for 
 now she is working hard to create short films and television shows at Fairfield’s New Media 
 program. Maria was a freshman at the time of production.  
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Full Cast and Crew 
 

Erich Zann………………….Bob Diamond           
Howard Phillips………  Chris Shelton     
Landlord…………………Ronald E. Giles 
Singer……………….Francesca Genovesi 
John ………………………...JareD Skolnick 
Angry Man ………………...Matt Perrino 
Angry Woman…………..Rebecca Spaide 
Theatergoer #1……...Thomas Fulgione 
Theatergoer #2…………..Max Farinato 
TheaterGoer #3……………...Chris Spaide 
 
 
 

Soundtrack listing 
 

“oil” 
written by Johnny greenwood 

Performed by the BBC Orchestra and 
London Sinfonietta 

 
Selected excerpts from  

“Black Angels” 
written by george crumb 

performed by Carnegie Mellon 
Contemporary Ensemble & Juan Pablo 

Izquierdo 
 

“Auf wiederseh’n, my dear” 
written and performed by  

greta keller 
 

“la vie en rose” 
written by edith piaf and  

Louis Guglielmi 
performed by edith piaf 

 
“Runnin’ wild” 

written and performed by the  
Benny Goodman orchestra 

 

Directed by………………..Jared Skolnick 
Produced by…………………..Chris spaide 
Screenplay by……………...Jared skolnick 
Cinematographer……….phillip carroll 
Sound design………………...Derek curley 
Assistant director……….ronny nunez 
Assistant producer………maria Vlahos 
Production design…………….kat reilly 
Assistant camera…………...Matt Perrino 
Still photographer....costas costanta 
Production assistant……..dan basone 
Makeup artist………………Anthony pepe 
Original score…………….....Derek curley 
Editor………………………...jared Skolnick 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


